




How does AGE PILL WORK? 

Adult stem cells are the natural renewal repair and rejuvenation system in 

our body.

If we need new muscle cells they can become muscle cells. If we need 

new heart, liver, brain or nerve cells they can become those too. And if we 

need to fight an infection or other condition in the body they can become 

the immune system soldiers. The various kinds of white blood cells.

So why do we need the AGE PILL?  Our body is at it’s best at around 

25. The problem is after the age of 25 our stem cells begin to decline. So 

by the time we're about 60 we have about 90 percent less stem cells 

circulating than when we were in our our 20s. We become less than we 

once were.  



When we were young we had plenty of adult stem cells in circulation. These adult stem cells helped us 

repair and renew and recover from injury and disease quickly. They helped us to feel alive, young, strong 

and invincible

With less repair men, due  to a decrease in healthy stem cells,  our tissues, our bones and joints, our 

muscles, our glands and our organs like our liver, kidney, heart, brain, pancreas, and digestive tract slow 

down and begin to wear out. 

As we get older we suffer longer when we're injured it means we recover more slowly from illness or 

exercise we feel less well. We feel less flexible. We feel more discomfort and we feel less capable to do 

the things that we enjoy in life! Our cells and our body starts to degenerate faster than it can regenerate. 

It doesn't matter how much we exercise or how well we eat, we cannot stop this from happening 

without some EXTRA HELP!



Our cells are crying out for help! Help me! Help me!  Why do our cells need help? Why do our cells wear 

out ? Firstly, cell waste (cellular sludge) builds up inside and outside of our cells. 

 

You see when our cells create energy they also create waste. Waste known as lipofuscin. This waste 

accumulates over time. It happens faster than the body can get rid of it.  But as we age we get hit by 

another type of toxic waste called glycation. This thick crummy sludge mucks up and damages the flow of 

activity within our stem cells. 

This leads to increased cell stress, decreased energy production and eventually cellular death. Another 

name for this process, getting old. In comes the AGE PIll. 

It's a little bit like bringing in the best team of repairmen and cleaners for your home. After they are 

finished your house looks and feels like new again, inside and out.  The age pill helps by providing support 

to make the cells function more like they were when you were younger.  The ingredients of the age pill 

work together to support a boost energy within every cell in your body. 

https://www.btoxicfree.com/lipofuscin/
https://www.btoxicfree.com/smash-glycation-how-does-sisel-age-pill-work/


The AGE helps to support the removal of the sludge, the cell waste inside and outside cells. With less cell 

waste and an increase in cell energy you could start to feel and look like a younger you. 

The AGE Pill comes to the rescue of the “help me” cells. It supports the body and helps to improve stem 

cells so the body can naturally replace old sick or damaged cells in our body with fresh new young fully 

functioning cells.

As a result of this our body works and feels better in so many different ways. When this happens we feel 

better we can be more active, we can enjoy life more we become more vibrant and alive



Age Pill Testimonial by Rick C. – 5th October 2018 – Oakey Qld. Australia

In June 2017 I was diagnosed with Melanoma and had one removed from 
my back. In August 2017 had some scans done and it revealed that I had 
13 more melanomas. I started taking The Age Pill on around 15th October 
2017 and had my next appointment in November 2017. I was told that one 
on top of my head had become smaller. So I told them that I would come 
back in January 2018 as I was trying something namely Fucoydon. 

When I came back in January he looked at one under my arm and told me 
it was 2cm but in November it was 4cm so I said I will see you in April. In 
April he said it looked like the one under the arm had grown another node 
but I said I wanted to continue with what I was doing and said I will be back 
in July. 

Scans revealed everything were getting smaller or disappearing 
altogether. I have Just left the Hospital 5th November 2018 cancer free no 
more visits for cat scans and fine needle biopsies. I am on my way home 
to celebrate.(please note this testimonial is Rick’s own personal 
experience. We cannot say his results are because of the products. This 
may be been a lucky coincidence)



This is beautiful, Susan Komorowski. She has been on the AGE PILL and Transfusium for 
one year now. Doesn’t she look amazing!



Anthony, Victoria. Australia

I’ve been on The Age Pill for 5 months and 
there has been a notable improvement in 
my skin, particularly the reduction of lines 
and under eye bags.

I’ve also noticed an improvement in my 
memory, which has become sharper. 
Overall very happy with the results and 
continuing with the addition of some other 
Sisel products – Fucoydon, Eternity and 
Spectramax.

I am a Type One Diabetic, 50 years old. 
Anthony







Back from the Dead. Bed ridden mobile.



Marsha’s 
Story



Marsha’s Story

“How I went from being close to needing a wheelchair and offered ‘medical retirement’ (age 43) to healthy & well and working full time, 
aged 45”...

My autoimmune story started in 2012 when I was 39 (prior to this, I had suffered depression and anxiety for many years). I first noticed 
my memory fading. After trying to ignore it, it started really concerning me. I couldn’t remember people’s names and found myself socially 
regressing.

Next, my neck started ‘locking up’. My shoulders became hard and sore. I often became dizzy. To the point where I’d almost faint. I felt 
nauseous and had liver problems and terrible IBS too. I had severe insomnia. I’d sleep mildly for 2-3 nights per week. This was followed 
by severe chronic fatigue, tinnitus, hay fever, all-over-body trembling, involuntary ‘tics’ in my neck, brain fog and memory loss. I thought I 
had early onset of Alzheimer’s! I couldn’t handle lights and noise.

Then, I developed serious food allergies... The allergic reactions were very intense. To the point where I struggled to breathe and my face 
would swell. I was given steroids and hid from the world. I left my job as a sign language interpreter. I couldn’t cope. My cognitive function 
was deteriorating. I started to get arthritis in my thumbs and psoriasis on my elbows.

My GP diagnosed me with ‘ some kind of autoimmune disease’ 🙄 and I was given drugs for sleep, pain, anxiety & panic attacks, steroids 
for treating the allergic reactions, monthly B12 injections and antihistamines daily. Being a natural health & healing advocate since 2003, 
this did not sit well with me. My symptoms progressed and  I was diagnosed with MS. 

I was so sad that I couldn’t run anymore and eventually walking became painful and would trigger my nervous system/neurological 
symptoms. I followed a wellness’ program which included double dose of the AGE Pill for 10 months and fucoydon







Before and After the AGE Pill 12 Months.







AGE Pill before and After







Sisel AGE Pill Thanh Le 
before and after 5 
months of taking the 
AGE Pill double dose 
and 2 litres of water a 
day



Daniel Silva is living proof of the regenerative youth power of The AGE PILL  Look
at hair color returned on eyebrows too Face 10 years younger



Shared  by Tom Mower Chief Sisel Scientist and Co Founder - 

Before and Arno Moos.



A.G.E.Pill, Fucoydon, SpectraMaxx and Eternity 
products for 15 days, and her secretions 
disappeared from her eyes.👍

She said she loved Mr Tom Sr and Sisel too.
Stella Kim



Riccardo Loso Before and After - 1 Year of taking the AGE Pill







Andy Kelly from Victoria Australia shares his 
hair results just under a year of using the AGE 
Pill.









Skin changes I feel it looks clearer 
and firmer waiting for the big 
sunspot to disappear I think it's 
faded. Less freckles. No Filter 
Same Lighting. Zoom in take a 
look, actually it says day 28 but the 
first photo was taken August 2016 I 
was not taking the AGE and now I 
have been taking it 28 days so it's 
day 28 of taking it. Zoom in and 
look. I still feel even lighting to 
compare no filters, no makeup no 
bs.





Renata Vermillion Davis · March 31 · Fay, OK, United States 
This is my furbaby rhinestone and about three weeks ago 
he started having problems walking and was dragging his 
left hind leg. I took him to the vet and it was decided that he 
had nerve damage and him dragging that leg would lead to 
wound and infection and could possibly lead to amputation. 
I immediately went home and started him on the age pill 
because I have seen so many post with it helping other 
animals. After the first week he was starting to get his left 
foot straightened out and under him again. He has been on 
the age pill for 3 weeks and he is getting better at climbing 
on the bed and running a little. He still has a ways to go but 
his progress is amazing! I can't express how grateful I am 
with his progress. He doesn't mind taking his medicine 
because he gets it in a treat. Thank you sisel for making 
such and amazing product.



















Tom Mower Sr. President, co-founder and 
chief scientist of Sisel. Tom has been 
taking the Age Pill since it was formulated 
(12 a day). 

He shared the following on a call in 2018.

“I never have to worry about eye glasses 
again.  My vision has improved and now it 
has been tested it is now 20/20.

I had the best hearing aids but I don't 
need them, now they are expensive 
memorabilia. 

it wasn't suddenly it took 5 or 6 months. 

My muscle has come back and my hair 
colour has started to come back, it is 
mostly dark now. “



Two super important things you 
need to know to get maximum 
results with Sisel’s AGE Pill



Drink plenty of water. The ingredients in the AGE Pill require water to activate. 



FROM Tom Mower, President of Sisel International. Product Inventor and 
Chief Scientist.

To increase the amount of NAD it has to be converted to another compound 
called ATP and that requires a methyl a donor that’s a compound you can find 
it in dark green vegetables, broccoli, spinach, avocados things like that.

If you don’t have enough in your system all of the NAD will be exhausted which 
means there will not be enough to be converted down the cycle into ATP. (eg 
you wont get good results with the AGE Pill).

So if you are having any of that tiredness or fatigue when starting the AGE Pill, 
do one or two things start eating spinach, broccoli (dark green leafy 
vegetables), avocados so you can get more within your system. If that is not 
enough to get it up you can go to the store you buy something that’s got a 
methyl donor in it.

Loose methylfolate once inexpensive and it can work for you and do a good 
job. It not folic acid it’s methylfolate so make sure that you get it right one. I 
Fully active folate provided MTHF (5-methyltetrahydrofolate) the folate form 
most directly required for DNA regulation and other fundamental metabolic 
processes.



Thank you for reading these testimonials.

For more information or to order the AGE 
Pill, please get back to the person who 

shared this with you. 




